Reflection Statement

‘Mythrepresentation’ explores notions of revisionist myth-making within selected works of Margaret Atwood. It reveals mythological narratives as potent tools utilised by patriarchy to authorise their dominance over women and suggests that they conflate the multifaceted nature of female identities and expression into the repressive dichotomy of angel/monster. Margaret Atwood has revised these narratives from a female perspective to ‘evolve a gynocentric language that counters constructed images of women’ producing a space where women can articulate their individual and distinctive experiences.

Greco-Roman mythology and the ancient epics of Homer have always fascinated me. However, through my studies in English, I began to question the subject positions women occupied within these narratives. Female plurality has been silenced by an oppressive chorus of male heroes and patriarchal gods. Utilising the time of relaxation that the Christmas holidays afforded me, I decided to binge the first season of The Handmaid’s Tale. I was hooked. I immersed myself in all things Atwood, beguiled by her trademark wit, fervent cynicism, and her brutally blunt use of language. Her thematic preoccupation with the mythological is salient in her diverse corpus; she sees these narratives ‘as foundation stones for new renderings that find their meanings within their own times and place.’

This serendipitous revelation enabled me to amalgamate various spheres of interest, demarcating my inquiry into Atwood’s revisionist project. My work was undoubtedly a
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passion project, with my attraction to gender constructions catalysed through my English studies.

The comparative study of Austen and Weldon allowed me to understand the power of female writing in challenging the restrictive social constraints assigned to women and supplemented my exploration of Atwood’s reappraisal of gender formulations in mythology. The repressive female archetypes of ‘angel’ and ‘monster,’ - a seminal dichotomy deconstructed in my work - is a common trope through my English studies. Arthur Miller exemplifies this dichotomy through contrasting Elizabeth - the devoted wife - against Abigail’s ‘endless capacity for disassembling’ positioning Abigail as a scheming and wicked woman. Perfect female chastity and fertility finds potent form through The Tempest’s Miranda; the ideal object of the patriarchal gaze (O, if a virgin, and your affection not gone forth, I’ll make you The Queen of Naples.) I was prompted to ask myself a pivotal question that lies at the very core of my work: How does an archetypal Miranda, Elizabeth or Abigail re-invent herself when her existence is constructed and produced through a phallocentric lens?

Perhaps the answers can be found in the works of Kate Millet and Helene Cixous. Here, I procured my understanding of critical feminist neologisms such as patriarchy, phallocentrism, gynocriticism and écriture feminine, shaping the diction of my work.
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Ostriker’s ‘Thieves of Language’ and Rich’s ‘When We Dead Awaken’ formed the foundation for my theoretical examination of revision. Ostriker’s observation that ‘It is thanks to myths we believe that women must be either angel or monster,’ engendered my selection of ‘The Penelopiad’ and ‘Circe/Mud Poems’ as my core texts, allowing me to investigate Atwood’s revision of various archetypes of female subjectivity in myths: Penelope as ‘angel’ and Circe as ‘monster.’ This research was highly influential to my Major Work, enabling me to apply feminist principles and theories to my examination of Atwood’s works. Ostriker’s reflection that revisionist myth-making possesses ‘no faith that the past is a repository of truth,’ sparked my research into postmodern theory. Postmodernism’s rejection of objective truth and its espousal of the multiplicity of narrative discourse is salient in my examination of Atwood’s ‘obfuscation of absolute truth’ in *The Penelopiad.* Jameson’s ‘Postmodernism’ and Lyotard’s ‘The Postmodern Condition’ provided me with an outline of postmodern theory, assisting in my understanding of pastiche and parody.

Ostriker’s postulation that revisionist myth-makers use experimental forms and features to mirror new meanings being transmitted through their works, incited my investigation into innovative textual forms. In my reading of past candidates’ Major Works, ficto-critical forms were a reoccurring trope, described as a fluid and hybrid style which merges traditional academic writing and fictive elements, ‘enabling creative freedom and flair otherwise limited within traditional critical responses.’ The literary territory occupied by ficto-criticism holds
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the possibility for a myriad of perspectives to exist simultaneously, ‘enabling the
interrogation and the shifting of the normative boundaries of the academic essay’\(^\text{66}\) offering
‘opportunities for the expression of new knowledge…in ways that the more closed and
traditional systems of criticism and analysis do not.’\(^\text{67}\)

My form serves a dual purpose. It functions as a practical application of revisionist myth-
making, and it supplements and enhances the themes and concepts of my critical analysis.
Simultaneously, it carries out a self-conscious meta-criticism, where it re-evaluates traditional
scholarly writing as a way of representing knowledge within the academic world.

The 400 words of my poetry are far weightier than the word count suggests. In the framing
poem sequence, ‘A (Test)imony of Woman,’ the persona is constructed by a series of
nefarious tests, confined to an existence as ‘enclosed, liquid, in a glass test tube,’ symbolising
the constructed nature of women in myths. This characterisation extends to the final poem,
where the persona is forced to construct her world out of the language of her oppressor’s
prescriptive rhyme scheme. However, paralleling the concerns of revisionist myth-makers,
she defiantly talks-back to the institutions that have restricted her existence and use of
language; ‘You expect me to rhyme?’ She evolves a free-verse form, symbolically,
transforming into a phoenix, where its mythological connotations of rebirth and restoration
display her extrication from the patriarchal realm of mythology. She is able to construct her
own mode of language in which to exist, creating her own form of mythopoeia, mirroring
Atwood’s revisionist project.

\(^{66}\) Anne Brewster Brewster, “Fictocriticism: Pedagogy and Practice,” \textit{Journal of the Association for the Study of
Australian Literature}, 2013, 90.
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The placement of my poetry is consciously crafted, working in tandem with my analysis to heighten the concepts being explored in my critical writing. For example, ‘The Chorus Line: Arachnids are Cunning Creatures’ supplements the preceding analysis of Penelope as ‘the invisible spider,’\(^{68}\) reinforcing my analysis through practical application. Concurrently, it introduces the Maids’ function as ‘a retort to Penelope’s omniscient and omnipotent narration,’\(^{69}\) establishing my argument for the following section.

The implementation of scientific motifs and analogies in my poetry is not inconsequential. By utilising these motifs, I deconstruct the binary between the arts and sciences, bringing to the fore the plurality and relativity of knowledges within epistemology. My Major Work poses provocative questions of itself. It asks, How is it that we perceive, construct and disseminate knowledge within the academic world? Why has the essay format been legitimised over other forms of writing in academia? Inspired by my exploration of truth in *The Penelopiad*, my form reflects a postmodern sentiment in the rejection of objective truth, acting as a self-conscious reappraisal of the academic essay as a purported work of immutable truth.

The introduction to a multitude of textual mediums within my English studies has enhanced my understanding of unorthodox forms, allowing for the formation of my ficto-critical style. My critical investigation of Yeats influenced the production of my poetic voice, augmenting my knowledge of poetic features and conventions. The hybridity of generic forms in *The Left Hand of Darkness* has allowed to me apprehend the postmodern rejection of a ‘linear and
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mono-logic schematisation of reality,
"foregrounding the re-evaluation of epistemology that takes place through my form.

Aligning with my experimental form, the intended audience of my work are those interested in innovative modes of literature. An understanding of Homer’s Odyssey is required, specifically the narratives of Circe and Penelope, as well as a prior comprehension of feminist terms. The foreknowing of these conditions enhances the audience’s reception of my work. As such, my primary audience are those working in feminist fields of academia and particularly those who are attracted to explorations of gender constructions within literature.

I envisage my work being suited to an experimental publication such as Overland. The journal’s mission statement reveals a preoccupation with ‘showcasing brilliant and progressive fiction, poetry, nonfiction and art,’ fostering the creation of innovative forms of writing. Overland’s audience would be receptive to my experimental form and content and attracted to the interrogation and re-evaluation of epistemology that takes place within my work.

I am incredibly proud of the work I have produced; it has enabled me to pursue an inquiry that has thoroughly piqued my interest. I conclude my Major Work with an ambiguous rhetorical question, ‘Do you know what happens to fire and glycerine?’ What happens is not clearly defined. This ambiguity allows a multiplicity of simultaneous possibilities, where, as Lauter contends, ‘since [the persona] does not articulate her dream fully, we are encouraged
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to dream it ourselves.\textsuperscript{73} This perennial question extends across the boundaries of gender, where the audience is exhorted to ask this question of themselves and their constructed lives. In a modern world, what are the cultural mythologies that control our behaviour, beliefs and lives? What power do they have over us? And significantly, what power do we have to change them?

So, I leave you with one final question. Do you know what happens to fire and glycerine?

\textsuperscript{73} Lauter, \textit{Women as Mythmakers}. 
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